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Turkey votes for new constitution in tussle for 
country's future  

P. Cockburn 13 settembre 

A step towards Europe  

leading 
aricle 

13 settembre 

Man 'captured' at embassy after hostage situation    17 agosto 

Cameron uses Turkish visit to launch ferocious 
attack on Israel  

C. Stewart 28 luglio 

Cameron calls for more trade with Turkey  D. Bentley 27 luglio 

Turkey must be welcome in EU, insists Cameron  

Andrew 
Grice 

27 luglio 

Secret talks with Turkey backfire on Netanyahu  

Catrina 
Stewart 

2 luglio 

Turkey closes airspace to Israeli military after raid 
on Gaza ...  

Suzan 
Fraser 

29 giugno 

New face of power in the Middle East  

Patrick 
Cockburn 

9 giugno 

The truth behind the Israeli propaganda    5 giugno 

Charges against activists abandoned after Turkey 
delivers ...  

D. Macintyre 3 giugno 

Turkey demands that Israel be punished ...  

D. Usborne 
D. Macintyre 

2 giugno 

Turkey vents fury at Israeli armed action  

Tulay 
Karadeniz 

31 maggio 

Israel vows to halt flotilla aiming to break 
blockade  

Donald 
Macintyre 

29 maggio 

Turkey in Tehran talks to resolve nuclear 
deadlock - World ...  

Parisa 
Hafezi 

17 maggio 

Turkey's opposition leader quits over sex video    11 maggio 

Turkish-Cypriot hardliner wins presidential poll  

Ayla Jean 
Yackley 

19 aprile 

Living proof of the Armenian genocide  Robert Fisk 9 marzo 

Turkey warns US over Armenia genocide  

Suzan 
Fraser 

6 marzo 

Turkey charges seven senior military men over 
'coup plot'  

Daren Butler 25 febbraio 

Turkish military chiefs quizzed over coup plot    24 febbraio 

Senior Turkish military figures questioned over an 
alleged coup plot  

  23 febbraio 

Israel can no longer ignore the existence of the 
first Holocaust  

  30 gennaio 

Turkey blocking 3,700 websites  Robert Fisk 19 gennaio 

Israel attempts to heal rift with Turkey  

Donald 
Macintyre 

18 gennaio 
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Iran says Turkey is option for nuclear exchange    25 dicembre 

Britain offers land for Cyprus reunification  

Joe 
Churcher 

12 novembre 

Israel vents fury at ally Turkey over 'barbaric' TV 
drama - Middle ...  

Donald 
Macintyre 

16 ottobre 

Turkey and Armenia sign landmark agreement - 
Europe, World - The ... 

  11 ottobre 

The Big Question- Is the bitter divide between 
Turkey and Armenia ...  

Marcus 
Tanner 

10 ottobre 

Robert Fisk- Genocide forgotten- Armenians 
horrified by treaty ...  

Robert Fisk  8 ottobre 

Nobel laureate says EU stalling on Turkey  Raf Casert 8 settembre 

Turkey and Armenia close to border deal    1 settembre 

Hugh Pope- EU support is needed for Turkey to 
progress  

  21 luglio 

Leading article- A trial that will define Turkey    21 luglio 

'Defenders of Ataturk' on trial for plotting to 
overthrow government  

N. Birch 21 luglio 

Gay referee gets red card in Turkey  N. Birch 25 giugno 

Turkey breached human rights by not protecting 
wife 

N. Birch 10 giugno 

The Last Chance- The Middle East in the Balance  

David 
Gardner 

10 maggio 

How war on the Kurds put guns in the wrong 
hands 

N. Birch 6 maggio 

Obama falls short on Armenian pledge  Robert Fisk 28 aprile 

Flying start- Obama's travels   22 aprile 

Can Obama turn rhetoric into the reality of peace 
with the Muslim world- 

Patrick 
Cockburn 

8 aprile 

America reaches out – so must Europe  

David 
Usborne 

8 aprile 

Leading article- The EU must not shut the door on 
Turkish membership   

7 aprile 

Obama reaches out to Muslim world    7 aprile 

Recep Tayyip Erdogan- Turkey is better prepared 
for global recession than many think  

  7 aprile 

Obama stresses US partnership with Islam    6 aprile 

Will Obama honour pledge on genocide of 
Armenians?  

Robert Fisk 6 aprile 

Danish Prime Minister elected secretary-general    5 aprile 

Nato Summit- Cartoon row threatens to derail 
succession   

3 aprile 

AK Party wins Turkish vote but reforms less clear    30 marzo 

Two former generals indicted for plot to overthrow   26 marzo 
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Turkish government  

Turkish TV actor faces war crimes charges  N. Birch 29 gennaio 

Turkey calls on Hamas to pick politics over arms    27 gennaio 

Dozens held in Turkey over secularist 'coup'    23 gennaio 

Welcome but fragile, this ceasefire must be only a 
start   

15 gennaio 

Succesful first week for Turkey's Kurdish-
language television channel  

  8 gennaio 

Leading article- Dependence on Russian energy 
places Europe at risk  

  7 gennaio 

How Russia's gas gets to Europe  

Oliver 
Wright 

6 gennaio 
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Turkish academics in apology to Armenians  N. Birch 15 dicembre 

The man who heals deadly Kurdish feuds  N. Birch 18 novembre 

Plate With A View- Tugra, Istanbul  

Adrian 
Mourby 

15 novembre 

Mustafa the movie divides Turkey with a portrait 
of the 'real' Ataturk  

N. Birch 7 novembre 

Turkey accuses Duchess over orphanages 'smear'  N. Birch 6 novembre 

Turkey coup attempt trial thrown into chaos  

Murad 
Sezer  

22 ottobre 

Democracy on trial in Turkey as 86 face coup 
attempt charge  

Nicholas 
Birch 

20 ottobre 

From public enemy to Turkey's national hero    16 ottobre 

Drunk sparks hijack alert on Turkish flight    15 ottobre 

Shut up, Borat - the tinderbox of Kazakhstan oil  Mark Leftly 7 settembre 

Rival Cyprus leaders begin talks    3 settembre 

Is Turkey the new Tuscany-    15 agosto 

Battle for Oil- EU’s hope to bypass Russian 
energy may be a pipe dream 

  12 agosto 

Yasmin Alibhai-Brown- No welcome – now the 
Turks don't even want to join Europe  

  4 agosto 

Turkey steps back from brink as court rules 
against ruling party ban  

  31 luglio 

Leading article- Collision course in Turkey    29 luglio 

Day of decision for Turkey over future of secular 
state  

  29 luglio 

Adrian Hamilton- A bitter power struggle for the 
soul of democracy  

  29 luglio 

Cyprus to hold unification talks    26 luglio 

Was Ahmet Yildiz the victim of Turkey's first gay 
honour killing-  

  19 luglio 

Dozens charged with Turkish coup plot    14 luglio 
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The Big Question- Why is tension rising in Turkey, 
and is the country turning Islamist-  

  8 luglio 

Boom in bikini-free holidays as Turkish women 
cover up  

  7 luglio 

Turkish generals arrested for 'plotting coup' 
against Ankara government  

  7 luglio 

Two Turkish generals held over plot to kill Nobel 
laureate  

  2 luglio 

What happened next- Kurdish girl wins asylum    22 giugno 

Transsexual singer faces jail after questioning 
Turkey's military  

  19 giugno 

Turkey court blocks moves over headscarves  Hidir Goktas 6 giugno 

'Allah's tailor' faces lawsuit for exploiting Islam    5 giugno 

Israel confirms it is holding indirect peace talks 
with Syria  

  21 maggio 

Turkish soldiers die in Kurd battle    28 aprile 

Blast kills village guard in Turkey    7 aprile 

The Big Question: Is Cyprus on the brink of 
bridging Europe's last great political divide?  

  4 aprile 

Jubilation as street that symbolised a divided 
Cyprus is reopened  

  4 aprile 

The Big Question: What are the consequences if 
Nato expands further to the east?  

  4 aprile 

Turkey's ruling party to stand trial for being 'too 
religious'  

  1 aprile 

Turkey resists pressure to end northern Iraq 
offensive  

  28 febbraio 

Wine bottles a step too far for Turkish pop music 
video  

  27 febbraio 

Cyprus President urged to start reunification talks 
immediately  

  26 febbraio 

Leftist victory revives hopes for a united Cyprus    25 febbraio 

The new invasion of Iraq    23 febbraio 

Against The Grain: The Armenian genocide - why 
Britain is at fault    21 febbraio 

Shock defeat opens door to united Cyprus    18 febbraio 

BC secures stake in Turkish food market    15 febbraio 

Erdogan moves to ease ban on wearing of Muslim 
scarf  

  30 gennaio 

Sentenced for Ataturk 'insult'    29 gennaio 

Turkey divided over headscarf ban decision    28 gennaio 

Turkey to amend controversial law    8 gennaio 
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Turkish troops cross Iraqi border after US-   19 dicembre 
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approved bombing raids  

Turkey 'hit all targets in Iraq'    18 dicembre 

Brown clashes with Sarkozy over 'new dream'    15 dicembre 

Five on trial in Turkey for missionary murders    14 novembre 

Universities: Little accord on the island    8 novembre 

Former leader of Kurd rebels reveals retreat into 
Iran  

  5 novembre 

Turkey imposes sanctions on Iraqi Kurdistan in 
bid to halt PKK  

  2 novembre 

Iraqi Kurdish leader defies Turkish invasion threat    29 ottobre 

Iraqi Kurdish leader defies Turkish invasion threat    27 ottobre 

Kurdish fighters defy the world from mountain 
fortress as bombing begins  

  25 ottobre 

Gul appeals for calm as anti-Kurd tension rises    25 ottobre 

The Big Question: Who are the PKK, and could 
they draw Turkey into the Iraq conflict?  

Peter 
Popham 

23 ottobre 

Turks mull invasion of Iraq after PKK ambush    22 ottobre 

Turkish father wins fight to get girl out of religious 
class  

  20 ottobre 

Turkey votes to open new front in Iraq war    18 ottobre 

Turkey recalls ambassador after US vote on 
Armenian 'genocide'  

  12 ottobre 

Robert Fisk- A reign of terror which history has 
chosen to neglect  

Robert Fisk 12 ottobre 

$6.3bn gas pipeline to bypass Russia    16 settembre 

Turkey's new President renews campaign for EU 
membership  

  30 agosto 

Turkey elects Muslim democrat Abdullah Gul to 
presidency despite secularist opposition  

  29 agosto 

Sarkozy softens his opposition to Ankara's 
membership of the EU  

  28 agosto 

Turkish army warns of 'centres of evil' over Gul    28 agosto 

Robert Fisk- The forgotten holocaust    28 agosto 

Top US Jewish group recognises genocide of 1.5 
million Armenians  

  25 agosto 

Gul pledges to preserve secular state as president    15 agosto 

The big question- What are the implications of the 
Turkish election result-  

  24 luglio 

Turkey steps back from Iraq invasion after poll    24 luglio 

Turkey's Islamic government set for election 
landslide  

  23 luglio 

Turkey goes to polls amid violence and fears of 
Islamism  

  22 luglio 

Turkish PM threatens to invade northern Iraq    21 luglio 
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Candidate shot dead in countdown to Turkish poll    18 luglio 

Thousands of Turks rally in support of premier    16 luglio 

Turkey 'faces choice between democracy and 
dictatorship'  

  9 luglio 

Marketing- Selling planet Islamic    9 luglio 

Turkish president blocks government move to 
speed up referendum on presidency  

  19 giugno 

Turkish troops 'chase Kurds in Iraq'    7 giugno 

Former Islamist abandons bid for Turkish 
presidency  

  7 maggio 

Emerging markets weather the storm hitting 
Turkey 

  2 maggio 

One million Turks protest over 'plans for Islamic 
state'  

  30 aprile 

Agos - The paper in the news    30 aprile 

Turkey's presidential vote challenged by 
opposition  

  28 aprile 

Moderate to be next Turkish president but 
tensions remain  

  25 aprile 

Turkey's president says Islamist threat to secular 
establishment at highest level  

  14 aprile 

Turkish army demands incursion into Iraq    13 aprile 

Turkish prime minister warns Iraqi Kurdish leader 
not to threaten Turkey  

  10 aprile 

Turkey fans EU hopes with promises of reform    30 marzo 

Turkish restoration of Armenian church leaves no 
room for apology  

  30 marzo 

50 reasons to love the European Union    21 marzo 

Robert Fisk- The truth should be proclaimed 
loudly 

Robert Fisk 17 marzo 

Swiss court finds Turkish politician guilty of 
racism for denying Armenian genocide  

  10 marzo 

Cypriots reopen street left in limbo for 40 years    10 marzo 

Silenced- The nationalist war on Turkey's 
intellectuals  

  7 marzo 

Turkishness law 'must change' says minister    13 febbraio 

Turkish police posed for picture with killer of 
Armenian journalist  

  3 febbraio 

Hrant Dink    22 gennaio 

Robert Fisk- Award-winning writer shot by 
assassin in Istanbul street  

  20 gennaio 

      

    2006 

EU endorses tough new stand on membership    15 dicembre 

EU freezes talks on Turkey membership    12 dicembre 
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Turkish offer to trade with Cyprus 'not enough', 
says EU leader  

  9 dicembre 

Turkey's ports move keeps EU hopes alive    8 dicembre 

Turkey offers Cyprus proposal, reports suggest    7 dicembre 

Pope ends Turkey trip with visit to mosque    1 dicembre 

Turkish failure to open ports to Cyprus 
jeopardises EU hopes  

  30 novembre 

Benedict honours murdered priest on Turkish 
pilgrimage  

  30 novembre 

Papal visit- On a wing and a prayer    29 novembre 

Cyprus dispute halts Turkey's EU talks    28 novembre 

Turks whip up storm of disapproval over Pope's 
Istanbul visit  

  27 novembre 

Pope flies to Turkey amid fears    26 novembre 

EU warns Turkey to back down on Cyprus    9 novembre 

Turkish PM consults over freedom of speech law    6 novembre 

Turkey accession threatened by EU report on 
human rights  

  1 novembre 

EU warns Turkey to let Cyprus use ports if it 
wants to join 

  17 ottobre 

Robert Fisk- Let me denounce genocide from the 
dock  

  14 ottobre 

Nobel Prize for fearless defender of freedom of 
speech in Turkey  

  13 ottobre 

Turks hijack jet 'in attempt to escape military 
service'  

  4 ottobre 

Jailed Ocalan tells rebel Kurds to declare 
ceasefire with Turkey  

  29 settembre 

Novelist acquitted after trial for 'insulting 
Turkishness'  

  22 settembre 

Pope's apology fails to placate Muslims as 
violence goes on  

  18 settembre 

Pope says speech didn't reflect personal opinion    17 settembre 

Muslims protest at 'Crusades' mentality as Pope 
fails to apologise  

  17 settembre 

Islam vents rage at Pope    17 settembre 

Muslim world protests at Pope's 'derogatory' 
Mohamed comments  

  15 settembre 

Pope compared to Hitler and Mussolini over Islam 
remarks  

  16 settembre 

Sarkozy outlines vision for radical EU reform    9 settembre 

Kurd rebels vow to turn Turkey 'into hell'    30 agosto 

The Big Question- Who is behind the bombings in 
Turkey, and what do they want- 

  30 agosto 

A brutal campaign for self rule    29 agosto 
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UN may take over ports to solve Cypriot rift    16 agosto 

Turkey revives controversial dam project that will 
force out 50,000 out of their homes  

  11 agosto 

Turkey risks US anger over plan to attack Kurds    19 luglio 

Land dispute casts new shadow over north 
Cyprus  

  19 luglio 

Turkey in the 21st century- The Legacy Of Mrs 
Ataturk  

  1 luglio 

Turkey raises rates again amid mounting fears of 
crisis  

  29 giugno 

Kurdistan- Birth of a Nation-    22 giugno 

Turkey's chances of EU membership are in doubt, 
warns Barroso  

  16 giugno 

Turkey's bid to join EU rescued from the brink of 
collapse - for now  

  13 giugno 

Leading Turkish writer faces jail after incurring 
wrath of military  

  7 giugno 

Turkey hopes it's third strike lucky in bid to sell 
off state cigarette giant  

  28 maggio 

UN investigates 'forced suicides' in Turkey    25 maggio 

Kurdish militants 'set fire to airport'    25 maggio 

Thousands march in Turkey to denounce Islamic 
gunman's attack  

  19 maggio 

Islamist lawyer kills top judge in gun attack on 
Turkish court  

  18 maggio 

Turkish prosecutor fired for 'degrading army'    21 aprile 

Bomb targets PM's party as Turkey struggles with 
Kurdish separatists  

  6 aprile 

Turkish troops kill Kurdish protester    3 aprile 

Row over US ambassador's Armenia genocide 
remark  

  23 marzo 

Senior general 'stoked Kurdish conflict to keep 
Turkey out of EU'  

  8 marzo 

Fight halts Turkish journalists' trial    8 febbraio 

Turkey attempts to kick-start Cyprus peace talks 
with offer to open ports  

  25 gennaio 

Turkish court drops charges against novelist    23 gennaio 

      

    2005 

Review of the year- The European Union    30 dicembre 

Customers help stamp out Turkey's sex slaves    28 dicembre 

EU Analysis- UK presidency was forced on to the 
defensive after a flying start  

  21 dicembre 

Judge calls halt to trial of Turkish writer    17 dicembre 

Turkey's human rights in spotlight as author goes   16 dicembre 
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on trial for insulting nation  

Secular Turkey is angered by spectre of alcohol-
free zones  

  15 dicembre 

Vodafone bags a Christmas Turkey    14 dicembre 

Erdogan pledges probe as Kurds blame police for 
bookshop bombing  

  22 novembre 

Strasbourg Court backs Turkey's headscarf ban    11 novembre 

Armenians to share $17m payout for Ottoman 
massacre  

  14 ottobre 

'Membership of the EU would mark the 
culmination of all Ataturk's work'  

  4 ottobre 

Deal heralds historic talks over Turkey's 
membership of EU  

  4 ottobre 

Last-minute talks on Turkish membership stall    3 ottobre 

Britain warns of clash of civilisations in row over 
Turkey 

  2 ottobre 

Turkey's talks with EU blocked    1 ottobre 

Analysis- Turkey - on Europe's doorstep, but still 
so far from joining the club  

  1 ottobre 

So, what have the Turks ever done for us-    1 ottobre 

Turkey in crisis talks to salvage European dream    30 settembre 

Armenian rebuke deals blow to Turks' EU 
ambition  

  24 settembre 

Turkey a step closer to EU despite holding out on 
recognising Cyprus  

  20 settembre 

Turkey threatens to to turn its back on EU over 
new conditions  

  3 settembre 

Free speech row clouds Turkey's EU hopes    2 settembre 

Turkish novelist faces jail for 'insulting national 
character'  

  1 settembre 

Merkel plans to block Turkey's bid to join EU    27 agosto 

Kurdish rebels agree to ceasefire after Turkey 
offers peace talks  

  20 agosto 

French dispute threatens Turkey's EU ambitions    5 agosto 

Turkey must recognise Cyprus if it wants EU 
talks, says French PM  

  3 agosto 

Two explosions hit popular Turkish resort    2 agosto 

Turkey agrees to EU customs union    30 luglio 

EU keeps door open for Turkey but predicts 
'difficult' talks ahead  

  30 giugno 

Analysis- How 'President' Blair plans to capitalise 
on EU crisis  

  24 giugno 

Latest crisis threatens EU talks and Turkish 
ambitions  

  14 giugno 

British plan to put EU treaty on ice gathers more 
support  

  3 giugno 
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What is the EU's future-    31 maggio 

Azerbaijan- Widow's claims mar oil party    22 maggio 

Turks braced for crisis over Ocalan court ruling    12 maggio 

Armenians ask Turkey to recognise genocide 90 
years on  

  25 aprile 

The 5-Minute Briefing- A new era for Cyprus-    20 aprile 

Turkey's tear-gassing of women hits EU entry bid    8 marzo 

Turkish fury as Erdogan, champion of free 
speech, sues over cartoon  

  3 marzo 

Heroic Turkish art conquers the Royal Academy    19 gennaio 

Mittal steels itself for three bids worth $1.5bn    16 gennaio 

Turks happy to lose millions from their bank 
accounts  

  5 gennaio 

      

    2004 

Ankara Stories- Everything stops still for 
AtatÃ¼rk and coffee cups  

  21 novembre 

The Turkish Question    7 ottobre 

Torture still an obstacle to Turkey's EU 
membership  

  1 ottobre 

Penal reform brings Turkey closer to EU    27 settembre 

Turkey back on track for EU membership    24 settembre 

Turkey must reform courts, warns Barroso    22 settembre 

Stalemate over penal code threatens Turkey's EU 
bid  

  21 settembre 

Turkish hardliners defiant on adultery law    17 settembre 

Lib Dems threaten to vote against enlargement of 
EU  

  17 settembre 

Turks retreat on making adultery a crime    15 settembre 

Turkey reacts with fury to massive US assault on 
northern Iraqi city  

  12 settembre 

Turkish scheme to outlaw adultery 'threatens EU 
talks'  

  7 settembre 

Royal Academy plans blockbuster exhibition 
showing 1,000 years of Turkey's culture  

  3 settembre 

Istanbul 'bombers' declare war on Europe    11 agosto 

Straw promises to help end isolation of Northern 
Cyprus  

  2 luglio 

Human rights court upholds headscarf ban    30 giugno 

Turkey and EU becomes the latest battleground 
for Chirac and Bush  

  29 giugno 

Turkish hostages released by militants in Iraq    29 giugno 

Al-Qa'ida trial stalls as Turkish judges rule court 
is 'unfit'  

  1 giugno 
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Bomb blasts herald Blair's Turkey visit    17 maggio 

Shooting of toddler in Turkey cited as murder    1 maggio 

Cyprus casts a shadow over EU expansion    26 aprile 

Greek Cypriots reject UN plans for unification    25 aprile 

Cyprus- One island, two cultures    24 aprile 

Cypriot leaders urge 'no' to Annan plan    9 aprile 

New Cyprus- one flag, two leaders, lots of 
holidays  

  31 marzo 

Turkish Cypriot leader agrees to talks on island 
reunification  

  7 febbraio 

Denktash willing to discuss UN plan to reunite 
Cyprus  

  13 gennaio 
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